
9. I’m afraid I’ll have less control 
 
That you’ll have less control is a fear that you on some level may have. You’re very familiar with 
your situation as it is now. And as you change you may worry you might lose control.  !
This need for control comes from painful situations in the past where you did not have control. 
You had “no control” and painful things happened.  !
From that you learned that you have to be in control in order to be safe.  !
Because when you have “no control” you are vulnerable to experiencing those painful 
experiences. And as long as you’re in control, you’re safe from that.  !
This is another illusion however.  !
By changing in the way you will be doing with the Social Confidence System you will actually 
gain more control. You will be eliminating the situations where you had no control. And the 
feeling of control on the inside will start to grow.  !
So you’re letting go of the reasons for not feeling in control and as a result you’ll be more in 
control.  !
And when you feel in control on the inside, you no longer feel a need to control outside 
circumstances to feel safe. Because you already feel safe on the inside. !
The following thought sequence may be helpful for you. I start out where you may be currently 
at with your thinking, and I help guide your thoughts to a more realistic, positive statement 
regarding change:  

!
I’m afraid I’ll have less control when I start making changes !
I already have so little control !
What if it gets worse? !
What if there will be new situations I have no control over? !
Now I can at least be in control over what’s happening to me !
But is that really true?  !
How much control do I really have? !
Do I feel in control of my life?  
Do I feel in control of my emotions? !
Or is the control I think I have merely the illusion of control? !
It would be nice to feel truly in control !
Some people have such effortless control of how they come across !



I want that too.  !
Now I have to work hard at it.  !
It takes a lot of effort to control the way I come across !
Maybe as I let go of the experiences where I felt out of control I gain more control !
It makes sense that as I grow stronger I gain more control !
I want to feel in control of my emotions !
I want to get rid of the painful wounds from the past so I can be in control of my emotions !
Now my emotions control me !
And I need to work hard to try to take control of my emotions !
Getting rid of past pain can only give me more control !
Because I’ll be less triggered by these past negative emotions  !
Those old wounds can then no longer get “infected” !
I won’t have to be busy protecting those wounds !
I’ll get triggered by old emotions less and less !
I’ll therefore have more and more emotional control !
With emotional control life becomes a lot easier !
I’ll be in more control as I start making these changes !
I’ll be more in control of how I respond to people and situations !
These changes are safe and beneficial for me !
I love knowing these changes bring me more control of myself and my life !
I want true control of my emotions and life !
I feel comfortable knowing I’ll have more control  !
I’ll gain more control every step forward I take !
I choose to take one step forward each day  !
Every step forward brings me back to being in control 


